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Homology and Hominid Phylogeny:
Problems and Potential Solutions
DANIEL E. LIEBERMAN

‘‘The more things change, the more they are the same.’’

Osseous morphologies, on the other
hand, are more fickle witnesses of
evolution. Like all connective tissues,
bones change in size and shape
throughout life in response to a variety
of stimuli in order to perform numer-
ous functions. Bones have generally
low degrees of heritability2–4 because
they form parts of complex, integrated
functional units that are subject not
only to many genes with multiple ef-
fects (pleiotropism), but also to a large
number of nongenetic influences.5–8 It
is therefore difficult to divide bones
into discrete, independent units of phy-
logenetic information. For these rea-
sons, bones and other aspects of mor-
phology can yield reasonably correct
results for phylogenetic analyses of
high-level taxonomic units, but be-
come increasingly less reliable at lower
taxonomic levels, such as species.9 For

example, in a recent study Collard10

tested whether or not 129 commonly
used morphological characters could
correctly predict the phylogeny of 19
anthropoid species, mostly apes and
baboons, among which the phyloge-
netic relationships are known from
molecular studies. Although Collard
used several methods to remove the
effects of size and to code continuous
characters, his results indicate that
convergent similarities far outnum-
bered shared-derived similarities, so
that the vast majority of morphologi-
cal characters supported trees that
were substantially incorrect. The re-
cent discovery of mitochondrial DNA
from a Neandertal fossil11 raises hopes
that such discoveries will relegate phy-
logenetic analyses of fossil morpholo-
gies to an appropriate supporting role,
as is now the case for most extant taxa.
However, it remains to be seen how
much fossil DNA can be retrieved,
particularly from Plio-Pleistocene and
earlier remains. For the time being, we
are still dependent on the fossil record
to test our hypotheses about hominid
phylogeny.

Our fossil dependency poses some
serious challenges for students of
hominid phylogenetics, as the homi-
noid ‘‘trichotomy’’ problem aptly illus-
trates. Andrews12 recently reviewed the
numerous, apparently shared-derived

morphological similarities between
chimpanzees and gorillas, which un-
ambiguously suggest they are sister
species relative to humans. As An-
drews notes, there is almost no mor-
phological evidence that supports a
monophyletic relationship between
humans and chimpanzees. An increas-
ing body of molecular data, however,
indicates that chimpanzees and hu-
mans are more closely related to each
other than either is to gorillas.13–15 In
hindsight, we must acknowledge that
the nongenetic evidence available to
us is misleading in this case. If, using
bones and other morphological data,
we can be so wrong about the phyloge-
netic relationships among our closest
living relatives, how can we assess the
likelihood of any inferences we make
about the phylogeny of fossil hominids
or primates using the same kinds of data?

Potential solutions to this problem
lie in considering the nature of the
morphological data we use to infer
phylogeny. When we compare com-
plex aspects of the phenotype, such as
bones, we divide them into discrete
units, known as characters. Charac-
ters are defined as observable proper-
ties of an organism,16 most of which
are obviously irrelevant for making
phylogenetic inferences (e.g., my hair
style). We can define a set of heuristic
criteria, however, by which to evaluate
the utility of characters for inferring
phylogeny. These criteria are listed in
Box 1. It is logical to assume that
characters that conform to these crite-
ria are likely to yield reliable phyloge-
netic information. As Box 1 notes,
many of the criteria (e.g., that they
should be discrete, natural units, quan-
tifiable, derived, and less variable
within than between taxa) are fairly
straightforward and testable. Others
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This paper addresses the problem of how to reconstruct accurately the hominid
evolutionary tree from skeletal remains. Few would disagree that DNA is generally
better than bone as a source of data for assessing phylogenetic relationships. To be
sure, DNA base pairs present their own special headaches for phylogenetic
reconstruction,1 not the least of which is that only four possible characters exist at
any locus. But base pairs satisfy all the criteria for good phylogenetic data (see Box
1): By definition, they are discrete, heritable, quantifiable, and natural units of
phylogenetic information that pass directly from ancestor to descendant.
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such as independence and heritability
are more intractable because they are
difficult properties to measure, and
hence to test, in the phenotype. Genes
on different chromosomes belong to
independent linkage groups, but no
one has come up with a satisfactory
way to define or test the independence
of morphological characters (see, how-
ever, Cheverud and Buikstra17). Simi-
larly, heritability, or the proportion of
variance attributable to genetic fac-
tors, is difficult to quantify accurately
because organisms are almost never
separated in utero and rarely grow up
in completely different environments.
Consequently, estimates of heritability
have a strong tendency to overesti-
mate the proportion of an individual’s
phenotype that results purely from
genetic effects.18,19

The last criterion, homology, has
proven to be the most difficult of all to
define and apply to the fossil record.
The vast and often contradictory litera-
ture on homology—a subject of much
passionate argument—‘‘suggests that
the concept itself is intractable and
unsatisfactory or that there is a lot of
muddled thinking going on.’’20 (p. 56).
My goal here is not to review the
history of and current debate on ho-

mology, which has been treated exten-
sively elsewhere.21–28 Instead I will con-
sider how certain concepts of
homology may be especially useful for
identifying skeletal characters that
yield reliable phylogenetic informa-
tion pertinent to the problem of recon-
structing the hominid evolutionary
tree. The problems of homology here
differ in scale from those in studies
that examine higher-level relation-
ships (e.g., genera or families) in which
major morphological differences ex-
ist, many of which are understood
genetically. The problems discussed
here are microevolutionary because
they confront hypotheses about the
relationships among species having
only slight differences and because we
have little understanding of the ge-
netic basis, if any, of these differences.

WHAT IS HOMOLOGY?
Evolutionary biologists do not agree

completely on how to define homol-
ogy. In its broadest sense, a homology
is a hypothesis about similarity. How-
ever, many evolutionary biologists pre-
fer to define homology in an explicitly
phylogenetic framework as similarity
that derives from common ances-

try.22,37 Defining homologies phyloge-
netically is an excellent idea, but a
practical example should illustrate why
it is often problematic for comparative
biology in general and for hominid
evolution in particular. Let us consider
the chin, a frequently used character
(Fig. 1).

A distinct chin or mental eminence
is present on almost all living and
recent H. sapiens and on most Late
Pleistocene fossils attributed to early
‘‘anatomically modern’’ H. sapiens. In
contrast, chins are absent in nonhu-
man primates, australopithecines, H.
habilis, H. erectus, and most fossils,
such as the Neanderthals, that are
attributed to archaic Homo. Confus-
ing morphological variations abound,
however. For instance, a number of
Late Pleistocene Neanderthals such as
La Quina 9, Vindija 206, and St. Cé-
saire have a small degree of projection
of the lower margin of the symphy-
sis.29 Do these ‘‘semi-chins’’ imply some
degree of interbreeding between late
Neanderthals and early modern hu-
mans30 or are they not the same as
recent human chins? In addition, some
presumed early ‘‘modern’’ fossils from
Klasies River Mouth (e.g., KRM 14695)
lack a fully modern chin.31,32 Do these

Box 1. Criteria for Good Characters for Phylogenetic Inference
(listed in order of approximate difficulty, with the hardest last).

1. Characters should be natural
units; that is, they should be attributes
that are intrinsic to an organism as
are, for example, shape, size, func-
tion, and development, rather than
artifacts of our observations or phe-
nomena that are irrelevant to evolution-
ary processes (such as who found it).

2. Characters should be discrete
and/or quantifiable. One must be able
to define a character objectively on the
basis of distinct, specific parameters
such as length, height, or rate of
growth.94

3. Characters should vary more be-
tween than within taxonomic units.
Otherwise they are not useful charac-
ter-attributes, or what Mayr95 referred
to as ‘‘taxonomic characters.’’

4. Character-state polarities among
a group of taxa must be determined to
identify those characters that are de-

rived with respect to a last common
ancestor.37 Characters that have not
changed (so-called ‘‘primitive,’’ ‘‘ances-
tral,’’ or plesiomorphic characters) con-
tain no reliable information about phy-
logenetic events or relationships.

5. Characters should reflect inde-
pendent units of information about phy-
logenetic relationships.96 Characters
add phylogenetic information to an
analysis only to the extent that they
are independent of other characters.97

In addition, intercorrelated characters
will tend to bias incorrectly the results
of any analysis if they are not, them-
selves, accurate indicators of phylog-
eny.

6. Characters must be heritable if
they are to provide reliable information
on ancestry and descent. Ideally, the
genetic heritability (the proportion of
variance explained solely by genetic

factors) should be as close as pos-
sible to 100%. However, such high
degrees of heritability are unlikely to
occur in phenotypic characters be-
cause of environmental effects.

7. Characters used to compare or-
ganisms should be the same units.
One wants to compare an eye with an
eye, a tooth with the same tooth, and
base pairs from the same locus. But
things can be similar, and hence ho-
mologous, in different respects and for
different reasons. For phylogenetic
analysis, we want to identify similari-
ties that result from common ancestry,
which is a problem if we do not know
already have access to a priori informa-
tion about phylogeny. This essay dis-
cusses how similarities that result from
common mechanisms of development
may be a necessary and useful alter-
native.
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individuals come from transitional
populations? Have we defined the pres-
ence or absence of the feature incor-
rectly? Or are chins simply poor char-
acters with which to define and infer
phylogenetic relationships among
hominid taxa?33 The different and fre-
quently contradictory interpretations
of this morphology underscore an epis-
temological quandary: We often do
not know the causes of morphological
similarities between organisms. As a
consequence, we cannot agree on their
phylogenetic implications.

Chins and countless other examples
should make it evident that homology
is a confusing but important issue in
comparative biology because similar-
ity itself is a problematic logical and
biological concept, one that is hard to
define and recognize.34 Biologically,
characters can resemble each other in
different respects such as position,
shape, or function and for different
reasons such as common ancestry, con-
vergence, and similar responses to
nongenetic stimuli. Although most evo-
lutionary biologists now accept homol-
ogy as a predominantly phylogenetic
concept (hereafter called phylogenetic
homology), how do we know when
similarities result from common ances-
try rather than from other phenom-
ena? It is therefore useful to consider
two additional categories of homology
that are pertinent to the problem of

analyzing skeletal characters. First,
characters can be morphologically ho-
mologous through similarity of form
and relative position.35,36 Fish fins and
mammal limbs are excellent examples
of morphological homology because
they share the same basic structural
design and spatial relationships with
respect to the axial skeleton. In addi-
tion, characters can be developmen-
tally homologous through common
pathways of development.24,25,38,39 For
example, sagittal crests in both goril-
las and some dogs derive from the
effects of the temporalis muscle stimu-
lating bone production along the sagit-
tal suture. (This type of homology is
sometimes called biological homol-
ogy, but I prefer the term developmen-
tal homology because growth and on-
togeny are no less biological than
function, form, or ancestry.)

It is crucial to stress that phyloge-
netic, morphological, developmental
and other definitions of homology are
not necessarily mutually exclusive.
Many similarities in the modern hu-
man and Neanderthal jaw form, for
example, may be homologous phyloge-
netically, morphologically, and devel-
opmentally. The distinctions among
these categories of homology are none-
theless useful for palaeontologists be-
cause many osseous similarities are
not homologous in all respects. For
example, it is obvious that sagittal

crests in dogs and gorillas are develop-
mentally but not phylogenetically ho-
mologous. Such distinctions are criti-
cal, depending on the question being
asked.

HOMOLOGY, HOMOPLASY, AND
CHARACTER CONFLICT

The problem adressed here is how
to recognize phylogenetic homologies
in the skeleton in the absence of reli-
able a priori data about phylogeny.
How do we evaluate whether or not
morphological characters such as
chins are useful for inferring phyloge-
netic relatedness? One way of posing
the problem is this: If two characters
that obey all the criteria in Box 1
support contradictory evolutionary
trees among the same set of taxa,
which tree, if either, is correct? This
problem, known as character conflict,
plagues all phylogenetic studies of
hominid evolution, cladistic or phe-
netic (although cladistic analyses are
more explicit about its effects). For
example, in a recent cladistic study of
Plio-Pleistocene hominids that com-
pared many commonly used charac-
ters, Lieberman and colleagues40 found
a single most-parsimonious clado-
gram supported by 68% of the charac-
ters. In other words, about 30% of the
characters in the analysis did not sup-
port this cladogram. A pernicious con-
sequence of high levels of character
conflict is that although one may iden-
tify a single most parsimonious tree,
there are almost always many slightly
less parsimonious trees, no less statis-
tically significant, that favor alterna-
tive phylogenetic hypotheses. For ex-
ample, in the study by Lieberman and
colleagues40 there were three next-
most-parsimonious trees, all supported
by 68% of the characters and all of
which differed in a number of system-
atically important details (Fig. 2). Such
high levels of character conflict (be-
tween 30 and 40%) are typical of most
recent analyses of hominid phyloge-
netic relationships.41–45 In these stud-
ies, slight changes to the data base,
such as the addition of a character or
taxonomic unit, tend to have major
effects on the outcome of the analysis,
calling into question the reliability of
any results.

Most researchers attempt to cope
with character conflict by using the

Figure 1. Will the real chin please stand up? To the left, two Neandertal chins (after Wolpoff30):
Regourdou has a typical nonhuman chinless morphology; La Quina 9 appears to have a slight
chin-like protrusion of the lower margin of the symphysis. To the right, two early modern human
fossils from Klasies River Mouth (after Lam et al.32): KRM 41815 is considered to be morphologi-
cally modern, and while KRM 14695 has a vertical symphysis, perhaps because of a lack of
resorption of its upper symphyseal margin.
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interrelated principles of congruence
and parsimony. According to this logic,
one evaluates an hypothesis of homol-
ogy for any given character by testing
whether or not other independent char-
acters are congruent with the same
phylogeny. Parsimony analysis maxi-
mizes congruence by selecting the
cladogram that requires the fewest
evolutionary events and thus has the
lowest amount of character conflict.
Parsimony, however, requires us to
make two questionable assumptions.
The first is that evolution is parsimoni-
ous, an assumption that has been
shown to be flawed both logically and
practically for many reasons, not the
least of which is that evolution would
not occur at all if it were parsimoni-
ous.46,47 Assumptions of parsimony can
be manipulated or mitigated to some
extent with a variety of statistical tech-
niques such as consensus analysis,
character weighting, transformation
series analysis, and compatibility
analysis. Consensus analysis, for ex-
ample, works by identifying specific
phylogenetic relationships (branching
points) that are supported by all or
most of the possible trees that a data
set yields.48

A second assumption that has been

discussed much less involves the ex-
tent to which any of the similarities
that result in character conflict are
actually homologies. Most phyloge-
netic studies consider the major cause
of character conflict to be homoplasy,
the independent evolution of a given
character through convergence or par-
allelism. Note that parsimony analysis
essentially operates by assuming that
phylogenetic homology, or congru-
ence, is a more common phenomenon
than is homoplasy. Is this is a reason-
able assumption? Is character conflict
in morphological data sets mostly the
consequence of homoplasy? Here we
have a problem of circular logic: To
identify homoplasies, we first need to
be able to identify homologies! To put
this quandary into perspective, recall
the case of humans, chimpanzees, and
gorillas. Without molecular evidence,
how would we know that the numer-
ous, apparently shared-derived mor-
phological similarities between chim-
panzees and gorillas were either shared
primitive features or homoplasies? Par-
simony failed in this instance, and we
would be naive to suppose it works
any better for phylogenetic analyses of
fossil hominids.

IDENTIFYING HOMOLOGY:
HISTORICAL VERSUS

DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACHES
The problems posed by character

conflict require us to devise some
means of identifying phylogenetic ho-
mologies if we are to make accurate
phylogenetic inferences, but this is
more easily said than done. Biologists
who struggle with phylogenetic recon-
struction have developed two contrast-
ing approaches, one historical and the
other developmental. Both approaches
have their advantages and disadvan-
tages. I believe, however, that in the
case of fairly small-scale evolutionary
problems with limited fossil data, such
as the Hominidae, pursuing a develop-
mental approach is logically necessary
although practically more difficult
than the purely historical approach.
Let me review each in turn.

Phylogenetic Homology
The historical approach to identify-

ing homology is to adopt an explicitly
and solely phylogenetic definition of
homology as similarly due to common
descent. Darwin49 and many others50–53

have pointed out that such a definition
is inherently satisfying because it in-
vokes an ultimate mechanism for simi-
larity, common descent, that is intrin-
sic to the process of evolution itself.
Phylogenetic homology has become a
dominant concept in evolutionary biol-
ogy, in part because it is applicable to
phylogenetic analyses of higher-level
taxonomic units in which one can
make some basic a priori assumptions
about the phylogenetic relationships
in question. But herein lies a problem.
As Lauder52 puts it, a phylogenetic
approach to homology requires that
‘‘homologous traits are recognized a
posteriori as the consequence of a
global analysis of many characters of
all kinds’’ that establish phylogenetic
relationships among taxa. Lauder, for
example, shows that in the major
clades of ray-finned fishes, the dorsal
retractor muscle occurs in all neotel-
eosts and in several clades of nonneo-
teleosts such as Amiidae. Although
some researchers54 consider this simi-
larity to be a homology indicating that
the neoteleosts are defined paraphyleti-
cally, Lauder rejects this conclusion
on the basis of other, overwhelming

Figure 2. The effects of character conflict (from Lieberman et al.40). Cladogram A is the most
parsimonious, but it differs in some important respects from the next three shortest cladograms
(B-D), which are based on the same data set and are only slightly less parsimonious.
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phylogenetic evidence that the neotel-
eosts are monophyletic. In a case closer
to home, if we accept the molecular
evidence that humans and chimpan-
zees are sister species, then we must
conclude that the many unique mor-
phological and behavioral similarities
shared by chimpanzees and gorillas,
among them six sacral vertebrae, thin
enamel, and knuckle-walking, are not
shared-derived features and therefore
are phylogenetically uninformative.

The phylogenetic definition of ho-
mology has the logical advantage of
being applicable to many hierarchical
levels of similarity, including the struc-
tural, functional, developmental, and
behavioral aspects of organisms.55 But
this definition is practically and logi-
cally problematic for testing hypoth-
eses about the phylogenetic relation-
ships of closely related fossil taxa such
as hominids, which have been poorly
defined and sampled. Here one can be
much less comfortable about making
any a priori assumptions about phylog-
eny and hence, homology, because
there are no other, better data with
which to infer phylogeny. As Wagner25

and others have noted, in such cases
the phylogenetic definition of homol-
ogy introduces logical circularity in
two respects. First, defining homology
on the basis of ancestry presupposes a
correct knowledge of ancestry in the
first place. (This is equivalent to think-
ing that the similarities between my
nose and my mother’s nose prove I am
her son). Turning once again to the
chimp-gorilla-human example, it
should be clear that without good mo-
lecular data to establish the correct
phylogeny, it would be impossible to
know that thin-enameled cheek teeth
in chimpanzees and gorillas are homo-
plasies or shared primitive features
rather than shared-derived homolo-
gies. Second, Cartmill27 has stressed
that using only a phylogenetic ap-
proach to the problem of the homol-
ogy of morphological characters
evades the more fundamental issue of
what causes similarity. Defining two
characters as homologous because
they are present in a common ances-
tor does not mean that their similari-
ties are the result of common ancestry.
It is not clear, for example, that I
inherited my allergies to ragweed from
my parents.

Developmental Homology
Phylogenetic analyses in which we

cannot make any a priori assumptions
about phylogenetic relationships re-
quire that we use other means of recog-
nizing homology in order to deal with
character conflict. As noted earlier, the
most convenient method is to adopt
the questionable principle of parsi-
mony and assume that homoplasy is
less frequent than homology. As we
know, however, this can be a false
assumption. Another method, which
is practically more difficult but logi-
cally superior, is to integrate phyloge-
netic analyses with an explicitly devel-
opmental concept of homology. Roth24

defined this type of homology as ‘‘the
sharing of a common pathway of devel-
opment.’’ The primary advantage of
the developmental homology concept
is that it identifies potentially useful
similarities among organisms on the
basis of the proximate mechanisms
that generate them. If we follow Wag-
ner25 and further refine the definition
of developmental homology as ‘‘a set
of developmental constraints caused
by locally acting self-regulatory mecha-
nisms, [emphasis added]’’ then we are
more likely to identify useful similari-
ties derived through processes of inher-
itance. Put differently, focusing on de-
velopmental processes that generate
similarities gives us the potential to
unify phylogenetic and morphological
concepts of homology. Things that re-
semble each other (morphological ho-
mology) because they result from com-
mon ancestry (phylogenetic homology)
are likely to be similar because they
grew through the same inherited pro-
cesses (developmental homology). This
kind of continuity of information that
is developmentally mediated is, after
all, the basis for considering base-pair
similarities between ancestors and de-
scendants to be homologous.23 My cells
and my daughters’ cells may each have
an adenine at a particular locus, but
they are not the same adenines. We are
comfortable considering these ad-
enines to be homologous in a develop-
mental sense because we understand
the processes of replication by which
the base-pairs were copied and passed
from one organism to the other.

Developmental approaches to ho-
mology, however, are not without their
problems. Most importantly, it is well
established that similar developmen-

tal signals can lead to contrasting mor-
phological features. For example, the
Hox cluster of regulatory genes gives
rise to the anterior neural chord in
primitive chordates (Amphioxus) but
to the rhombencephalon portion of
the brain in vertebrates.56 In addition,
homologous genes in vertebrates and
invertebrates that initiate eye morpho-
genesis can lead to the growth of eyes
that are vastly different both structur-
ally and developmentally.57,58 Such
phenomena occur because divergent
lineages frequently make use of com-
monly inherited genes in novel ways.
Another complication is that basic pat-
terns of development and genetic inter-
actions tend to be conserved among
closely related taxa, leading to morpho-
logical similarities that are develop-
mentally but not phylogenetically ho-
mologous. Shubin and Wake,59 for
example, have shown that variations
in limb morphology in salamanders
are caused mostly by the loss of ele-
ments during development. These
variations occur both within and be-
tween species, proving that the ‘‘indi-
viduation’’ of many anatomical struc-
tures is not complete, so that
homologies can be partial regardless
of whether one favors a developmental
or phylogenetic definition. Untangling
the Gordian knot of the developmen-
tal, functional, genetic, and evolution-
ary influences that generate highly in-
tegrated morphologies poses a major
challenge to nonmolecular biologists
who wish to use developmental pro-
cesses to define discrete, independent,
heritable characters for phylogenetic
analysis.60

IDENTIFYING DEVELOPMENTALLY
HOMOLOGOUS CHARACTERS
Until we can make a posteriori evalu-

ations of characters on the basis of
known phylogenetic relationships
among taxa, we must resort to the
assumption I made at the beginning of
this essay: Characters that obey all the
criteria in Box 1 are likely to yield
correct phylogenetic information. This
kind of heuristic approach is equiva-
lent to Hennig’s,37 in which ‘‘checking,
correcting, and re-checking’’ the char-
acters that make up any analysis are
essential parts of making phylogenetic
inferences. I will leave the first six
criteria aside for the time being and
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focus on the issue of homology. As
noted earlier, our challenge is to inte-
grate morphological and developmen-
tal information to identify similarities
among organisms that are likely to be
true homologies in both a developmen-
tal and phylogenetic sense.

There are two major ways to iden-
tify developmental homologies, onto-
genetic and mechanistic. So far, there
have been few attempts to integrate
these types of developmental ap-
proaches to the problem of homology
in analyses of phylogenetic relation-
ships among hominid or even primate
taxa. However, there are several well-
studied examples from throughout the
animal kingdom. These studies show
that inferences of homology based on
similarities in the developmental
mechanisms by which morphologies
grow are generally superior, both logi-
cally and practically, to inferences of
homology based on similar ontoge-
netic sequences.

Ontogenetic Homology
One way to define developmental

homologies is to examine the ontoge-
netic bases of morphological similari-
ties.22,61,62 This approach is like watch-
ing a movie or filmstrip in which one
compares the sequence of transforma-
tions of two or more organisms at
comparable ontogenetic stages. If char-
acters do not change (e.g., appear,
disappear, alter in shape or size) in the
same way, then it seems reasonable to
conclude that they may not be entirely
homologous in a developmental sense.
For example, large browridges in hu-
mans, when they occur, develop dur-
ing the adolescent growth spurt, but in
Neanderthals and other nonhuman
primates they appear at a much earlier
ontogenetic stage.63–65 One could ar-
gue that these ontogenetic differences
mean that similarities in browridge
size between big-browed humans and
Neanderthals are not developmentally
homologous, and hence are not a valid
basis for inferring phylogenetic rela-
tionships.

Ontogenetic bases for identifying ho-
mology or homoplasy, however, are
fraught with difficulties. Often, charac-
ters that display similar ontogenies
are not necessarily phylogenetic ho-
mologies, and vice versa. There are
several reasons for this conundrum,

the most important of which is that
the sequences of developmental pro-
cesses that generate morphological in-
tegration tend to be highly labile.66–68

As a result, the ontogeny of most mor-
phological features is highly mosaic
and dissociated from phylogeny. In
the previously mentioned case of sala-
mander limbs, most variations result
from reductions of limb elements that
cause similar ontogenies for homoplas-
tic similarities.69 Another example is
the mammalian coat, in which similar
marking patterns can be entirely inde-
pendent of the intermediate stages at
which they appear.70 Homoplasies oc-
cur frequently because stripes,
splotches, and other variations in
mammalian coat markings depend on
certain initial conditions such as the
spacing of fields and on other dynamic
parameters, such as diffusion con-
stants, which regulate the subsequent
interactions.71 (This explains why my
dog’s coat looks like a cow’s). A more
practical problem with ontogenetic
definitions of homology, one that ap-
plies especially to hominids and other
fossil taxa, is that we rarely have a
sufficiently complete fossil record, re-
plete with nonadult individuals of the
taxa in question, to document the rate
and sequence of most character trans-
formations.

The potential pitfalls of using ontog-
eny to identify homology are aptly
illustrated by Yoder’s72 analysis of the
internal carotid artery in strepsirhines.
Morphological studies indicate that
the primate family of Cheirogalidae,
which live on Madagascar, is the sister
taxon of the lorises that inhabit Asia
and the African continent, and not of
the lemurs that also come uniquely
from Madagascar. One of the major
morphological features that support
this hypothesis is the presence in both
cheirogaleids and lorises of an inter-
nal carotid artery, a medial branch of
the pharyngeal artery that enters the
skull through the foramen lacerum.
Yoder72 showed that the ontogenetic
sequence by which the internal ca-
rotid develops in these taxa is identi-
cal. This initially led her to conclude
that the internal carotid is a true ho-
mology in both a developmental and
phylogenetic sense. Yoder’s subse-
quent molecular studies,73,74 however,
indicated quite convincingly that the
Malagasy lemurs and cheirogaleids are

monophyletic, and that the similar
development of the internal carotid
must be a homoplasy or possibly a
shared primitive character.

Cartmill,27 in fact, has argued that
ontogeny can only be used to assess
homology within the context of prior
phylogenetic information. He sug-
gests that investigators try to identify
morphological similarities that ap-
pear in similar ontogenetic stages in
successive generations of two or more
lineages. For example, if a molariform
tooth develops from a tooth bud in the
same location and at the same ontoge-
netic stage in multiple species along
separate lineages, then it seems reason-
able to consider these teeth homolo-
gous. Cartmill, notes, however, that
this kind of ‘‘cinematic criterion’’ re-
quires one to make assessments of
homology about the precursor struc-
tures themselves. In addition, similar
structures are likely to arise from ho-
mologous precursors by virtue of the
fact that natural selection can operate
only on available variations. In cheiro-
galeids and lorises, for example, the
internal carotid artery develops from
the same precursor structures. The
independent development of similari-
ties on the basis of, or channeled by,
shared precursor stages is known as
parallelism.75 Parallelism is an espe-
cially pernicious form of homoplasy
because the similarities are, by defini-
tion, developmentally homologous.

Mechanistic Homology
That ontogeny is a poor arbiter of

homology is not sufficient grounds to
dismiss efforts to seek developmental
bases for distinguishing homology
from homoplasy. After all, ontogeny is
merely a description of the sequence
rather than the actual processes by
which morphologies grow. As Al-
berch70 and others have noted, a logi-
cally more satisfying definition of de-
velopmental homology is to consider
morphological characters in terms of
the proximate developmental pro-
cesses by which they grow and change.
In particular, we can consider how
characters develop in terms of specific
mechanisms such as cellular differen-
tiation, activity, and timing. The as-
sumption here is that such processes
are the intermediate mechanisms that
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relate the genotype to the pheno-
type.69–76 Burke and associates,77 for
example, have demonstrated that the
division of the vertebral column into
cervical and thoracic segments is devel-
opmentally homologous in all verte-
brates because it is caused by the same
Hox-c6 gene, but that the location of
this division varies for other reasons.

Is there sufficient information in the
hominid fossil record to evaluate mor-
phological similarities in terms of the
proximate mechanisms by which they
grew? At present, genetically based
polymorphisms that cause useful skel-
etal variations for phylogenetic analy-
ses (for example, the number of tho-
racic, lumbar, and sacral vertebrae in
hominoids) remain of little practical
use until they are better understood
developmentally.78 But other clues ex-
ist. In spite of their complexity, bones
grow through a few basic processes
that can be observed and quantified,
and therefore potentially can lead to
the identification of useful develop-
mental homologies. Bones grow and
change shape through the activity of
bone-producing cells (osteoblasts) and
bone-resorbing cells (osteoclasts) in
specific regions, or growth fields, of
the cell-rich periosteal and endosteal
membranes that surround them.79–81

Growth fields are either depository or
resorptive, depending on whether the
mesenchymal cells they contain differ-
entiate into osteoblasts or osteoclasts.
It is possible that the distribution of
these fields is partially heritable (a
hypothesis that needs to be tested) and
that their activity is largely the result
of interactions between these cells and
other genetic and nongenetic stimuli
(epigenetic). Four basic variables can,
therefore, describe all changes in bone
shape and size: the spatial distribution
of growth fields and the relative onset,
rate, and duration of their activity.
Morphological similarities between
two bones are most likely at least
partially homologous in a developmen-
tal sense if these growth processes are
the same.

A good example of the utility of
using growth processes to evaluate
morphological similarities comes from
the hominid fossil record. Orthogna-
thism, in which the lower face does
not project beyond the upper face, has
been shown by numerous cladistic

analyses to be a shared characteristic
of the genus Homo and Australopithe-
cus boisei and A. robustus, potentially
indicating that they are sister taxa.40,82

In this case, however, we know that
orthognathism is at least partially non-
homologous in a developmental
sense.40 The face in primates can grow
forward through only two processes
(Fig 3): displacement, in which bone
deposition along the posterior margin
of the face pushes it forward from the
cranial base, and drift, in which the
front of the face elongates through
bone deposition on anterior-facing sur-
faces.81 The genus Homo has an or-
thognathic face because the anterior
surface of the maxilla is a resorptive
growth field that prevents drift, so the
lower face does not project far beyond
the upper face. In contrast, histologi-
cal studies by Bromage83 indicate that
A. boisei and A. robustus share with
other nonhuman primates the primi-
tive pattern of bone deposition along
most of the anterior surface of the
maxilla. These developmental data,
along with morphological analyses of
facial length by Bilsborough and
Wood,84 show that orthognathism in
A. boisei and A. robustus occurs be-
cause their upper faces are very long
relative to the length of their middle
and lower faces. In other words, the
processes that cause orthognathism in
Homo and in robust australopithecines
are sufficiently different to refute any
hypothesis that they are developmentally
homologous. Consequently, these simi-
larities can be neither a consequence of,
nor evidence for, shared ancestry.

Developmental studies are also use-
ful for identifying phylogenetically
misleading homoiologies, similarities
that develop from common epigenetic
responses to environmental stimuli.38

Especially frequent candidates for ho-
moiology in the skeleton are charac-
ters that measure bone thickness or
robusticity. Countless experiments and
studies have demonstrated that bones
have the dynamic capacity to grow
thicker or thinner and to alter their
shapes to maintain certain levels of
stiffness (reviewed in Lieberman8). In
professional tennis players, for ex-
ample, the cross-sectional area of cor-
tical bone in the humeral midshaft can
be up to 40% thicker in the playing
versus the nonplaying arm.85,86 In addi-

tion, animals deprived of normal lev-
els of mechanical loading, such as
bedridden hospital patients or astro-
nauts in the gravity-free environment
of space, tend to lose bone thickness at
rapid rates and become more grac-
ile.87 It is therefore unlikely that mea-
surements of bone thickness are ever
good characters for phylogenetic analy-
ses because phylogenetically irrelevant
stimuli can elicit similar morphological
responses. The large sagittal crests of
gorillas and australopithecines are devel-
opmentally but not phylogenetically ho-
mologous because they result from
effects of tension on the pericranial
membrane at the edge of the temporal
muscle. Similarly, thickness of the cra-
nial vault can develop simply from the
effects of mechanical loading. Juve-
nile pigs who ran on treadmills for
three months not only had thicker,
stronger tibiaes than did their sibling
controls, but also had significantly
thicker skulls, probably because of
systemic osteogenic responses to exer-
cise.88

Note, however, that we should ex-
pect developmental similarities to arise
from similar processes, and thus to
evolve independently in more than
one lineage through parallelism. With-
out prior information on phylogeny,
we are unlikely to be able to resolve
the inevitable character conflicts that
parallelism generates, or even to esti-
mate its prevalence.

FUTURE PROSPECTS
The limitations of the fossil record

and the difficulties of inferring phylog-
eny from morphology pose special
problems for paleontologists who wish
to test hypotheses about phylogeny.
High levels of character conflict leave
much uncertainty in phylogenetic re-
constructions of hominid evolution,
which parsimony analysis is unable to
resolve. Without alternative means of
distinguishing phylogenetic homolo-
gies from homoplasies in the scant
fossil record, species like A. africanus,
H. habilis and H. rudolfensis will prob-
ably continue to be moved about the
evolutionary tree in search of a perma-
nent roost. Other important issues will
also remain unresolved, such whether
the robust australopithecines are
monophyletic or whether Neander-
thals represent an extinct clade. Per-
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haps molecular biologists will succes-
fully retrieve sufficiently preserved and
phylogenetically useful DNA sequences
from these fossils. Until then, we need
to integrate phylogenetic analyses with
explicitly developmental studies of
morphology in order to evaluate phylo-
genetic hypotheses derived from mor-
phological characters.

Evolutionary biology is, by nature, a
hierarchical subject in which explana-
tions of large-scale phenomena have
their basis in the proximate mecha-
nisms that generate them. Although
we can never know the true evolution-
ary history of our species, our hypoth-
eses are more likely to be correct if we
make phylogenetic inferences using
good characters that are likely to pre-
serve reliable information about ances-
tor-descendant relationships. It fol-
lows that the morphological characters
used to make inferences about phylog-
eny must satisfy the a priori criteria

listed in Box 1. To reiterate, characters
must be natural, discrete, quantifi-
able, less variable within than between
taxa, derived, independent, genetically
heritable, and homologous in terms of
their mechanisms of development. To
be sure, none of these criteria is suffi-
cient to ensure a correct answer. As I
have shown, morphological homolo-
gies that arise through similar ontog-
enies may be phylogenetically mislead-
ing. The same is true of characters
that are derived, genetically heritable,
and so on. But if morphological char-
acters fail to obey these criteria, then
we should not use them to infer phylog-
eny because they have a high likeli-
hood of leading us astray. As Lewon-
tin89 pointed out, we should cease ‘‘the
endless search for better methods of
estimating useless quantities.’’ What
we need are a few good characters
rather than a lot of bad ones.

Defining good characters, however,

is a lot of work. For example, to deter-
mine if a given feature is heritable,
researchers can use studies of related
humans and other species to calculate
heritability, h2, the ratio of additive
genetic variance to phenotypic
variance.90 Estimates of h2 in the pri-
mate craniofacial complex typically
range from 0.2 to 0.7,4–17 but vary
widely. They also tend to be overesti-
mates because they need to be cor-
rected for the nongenetic effects of
environmental variables that influ-
ence development.18,91 To test for the
independence of characters, Chev-
erud5,60 has shown that one can use
cluster analysis to measure the inten-
sity of statistical associations between
characters divided into functionally
and developmentally interdependent
sets. Finally, as discussed earlier, we
can test a character for the criterion
of homology in at least a developmen-
tal sense by examining the proximate

Figure 3. Orthognathism and facial growth fields in Australopithecus and Homo. H. sapiens has an orthognathic face, to a large extent because
most of the anterior surface of the maxilla is covered by a resorptive growth field that limits its elongation relative to the upper face. The
orthognathism in A. boisei is much more similar to that in Homo than in A. africanus, but histological analyses of its facial growth fields indicate
that its anterior surface, with the exception of the nasoalveaolar clivus, is a depository growth field.83 Orthognathism in robust australopithecines
most likely occurs from elongation of the upper face relative to the lower face through drift, and thus is not developmentally homologous with
orthognathism in Homo.
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mechanisms by which it grows and
changes.

Having begun this essay by using
the chin as an example of why homol-
ogy is an important problem, let me
conclude by suggesting how we might
test whether the previously noted simi-
larities between human chins and
some Neanderthal chins are homolo-
gous or not. Chins in H. sapiens de-
velop from a unique distribution of
growth fields in which the superior
(alveolar) margin of the symphysis is
an active resorptive field, whereas the
inferior region is depository. This
means that the protruding nature of
the human chin actually results from
the loss of bone at the top of the
symphysis rather than from just the
deposition of bone at the bottom. The
resorptive activity that creates the hu-
man chin begins prior to birth, when
chins first appear morphologically.92

In macaques, chimpanzees, and pre-
sumably all other nonhuman primates,
the symphysis is entirely a depository
growth field.83,93 It is therefore pos-
sible that Neanderthals could develop
a chin-like morphology simply by hav-
ing more bone deposition at the bot-
tom of the symphysis than at the top.
Such chins, however, would not be
completely homologous with modern
human chins in a developmental sense
because they would not result from
resorption. Note that this is a refutable
hypothesis. Histological studies of the
pattern and timing of growth field
activity in the symphysis, such as Bro-
mage’s83 investigation of a growth se-
ries of australopithecine faces, have
yet to be applied to later taxa, includ-
ing the Neanderthals. But such studies
are necessary to determine the utility
of the character for testing hypotheses
about hominid phylogenetic relation-
ships.

We are at an exciting era for biology
in general and paleoanthropology in
particular, in which there are new
possibilities for studying evolution in
a truly integrative fashion. The com-
ing years are likely to provide more
information and ideas about the pro-
cesses by which the genotype and envi-
ronment interact to produce the phe-
notype. Such advances, along with an
explicitly developmental approach to
the problem of what morphology
means, may help to resolve some age-

old problems about our evolutionary
history.
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